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Containerizing Arbitrary Applications 
ABSTRACT 
Containerizing is a procedure by which an application that runs locally on the computer is 
packaged into a container that can run on another machine, e.g., a server in the cloud. Packaging 
container images can consume substantial developer time and require a developer to manually 
iterate on packaging, validating, and debugging. This disclosure describes techniques for 
automatic containerization of arbitrary applications. 
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BACKGROUND 
Containerizing is a procedure by which a software application that runs locally on the 
computer of a developer is packaged into a container (e.g., a docker image) that can run in the 
cloud. Containerizing is difficult because an application developed on a computer can use 
resources that are present or valid only locally on that computer, e.g., settings, files, other 
software, libraries with specific versions, security permissions, etc. Packaging container images 
can consume substantial developer time and require a developer to manually iterate on 
packaging, validating, and debugging. 
While buildpacks exist today that can convert source code into container images, they 
cannot accept arbitrary applications; rather, they only accept well-formed applications adhering 
to certain contracts. A developer using buildpacks has no ability to install additional software; 
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they would have to find all of their dependencies by hand; and they would possibly have to 
create their own operating system image by hand. 
Tools such as CDE (code, data, environment) can take an application being run, record 
the files used (e.g., via ptrace), and create a bundle of files executable on a different computer. 
Having the original goal of creating reproducible scientific research, CDE has several 
limitations, e.g., slow performance at runtime (due to CDE itself needing to be used at runtime), 
broken programs due to transitive dependencies, lack of standard file format used, inability to 
replay correct security privileges on arbitrary systems, etc. A developer running CDE still has to 
convert the CDE output to a container. Even so, the packaged software does not run on certain 
machines because CDE only packages the exact set of files used rather than the full libraries. 
Further, the developer has no understanding of the provenance (and licenses) of the software 
bundled, and dependencies of the software are not upgradeable to the latest security patches.  
DESCRIPTION 
 
Fig. 1: Containerizing arbitrary applications 
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 The software application being containerized is referred to simply as ‘application.’ The 
program that performs the containerization is referred to as the ‘containerizing program.’ Per the 
techniques, illustrated in Fig. 1, a container image for an arbitrary application can be created as 
follows. 
● The containerizing program starts (102) and records execution context (104).  
● The application is launched (106) with an attached tracing facility, e.g., ptrace, that can 
watch system calls made by the application. 
● Awaiting a trace event (108a) that reads data (108b), the containerizing program records 
data accesses (108c) such as the user and the group the application executes as, the 
environment variables it accesses, the file-system interactions it makes, the local network 
connections it uses, etc. 
● The containerizing program records data until the application terminates (109), or until 
the developer indicates all desired actions have been performed against the application 
they would like to replay. For example, if the application is a web server, then in 
principle it never terminates, but can reach a running state that the developer can declare 
as stable enough to stop recording data.  
● For each file accessed by the application, a check is performed to determine if it is part of 
the base operating system or an installed package; if it is, the package and version is 
noted. For each socket opened on the loopback device, it is checked if the application 
listening on the socket was an installed package, if it was, the package and version is 
noted (110). 
● A container file is created that includes the commands to be called to assemble the 
container image from the recorded data (112a-b). 
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● A new container image is created using the same operating system the developer is 
currently running (114a-b). 
The container image includes the list of packages at the version the user had installed. Files that 
were not a part of an existing package or were modified are copied into the container image. 
Each environment variable available to the application at runtime is included in the container 
image. The user and security group that the application ran as is created on the image, and the 
entry point of the image is set to be the application. 
Example 
 A developer creates a machine learning model in Python, e.g., a model capable of 
estimating damage to vehicles, implemented as part of an underwriting application. The 
developer plans to port this to the cloud, but can't remember the specific settings on the local 
computer that are configured and the software installed locally on the computer in order for the 
application (and the model within it) to work. Instead of trying to hand-package the application, 
the developer runs it using the described containerizing program, which automatically creates a 
container that can be deployed on a different machine, e.g., a cloud server or other machine, and 
that is usable to execute the application on the different machine. 
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Fig. 2: The interaction between the containerizing program, the application, the kernel, 
and the debugging tracer 
  Fig. 2 illustrates an example of the interaction between the containerizing program (204), 
the application (206), the kernel (208), and the debugging tracer (210). The containerizing 
process can be triggered (202) by invoking at command line the containerizing program (cmd-
to-oci) followed by the application (my-application) followed by arguments accepted by 
the application (arg1, arg2), if any. The containerizing program includes a trace handle (205a) 
and a variable to store captured states (205b).  
Upon startup, as explained before, the trace handler captures execution context (212), 
e.g., operating system, start command, user and group, environment variables, working directory, 
shared libraries, etc. The trace handler starts execution of the application by sending a start-and-
trace command (214) to the application via the kernel. The application starts (216), loads 
libraries (218), and continues execution. A syscall (220) issued by the application is captured by 
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the tracer, which notifies the trace handler (222). The trace handler records syscall-related 
interactions (224), e.g., file-system interactions, loopback network access, etc. The tracer 
terminates the application and sends a terminate signal to the trace handler (226). The trace 
handler finalizes the captured states (228) to produce a containerfile and container image. 
 
Fig. 3: Extracting dependencies 
  Fig. 3 illustrates extracting dependencies from the captured file data. As illustrated, if the 
captured files are from an operating system package, their packages and versions are recorded. If 
not, they are determined to be application files. Similarly, the applications bound to sockets are 
looked up; if they originate from a package, then their packages and versions are noted. 
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Fig. 4: Creating the container image and the container file 
  Fig. 4 illustrates creating the container image and the docker file from the captured state 
information, the application files, and the packages.  
CONCLUSION 
Containerizing is a procedure by which an application that runs locally on the computer is 
packaged into a container that can run on another machine, e.g., a server in the cloud. Packaging 
container images can consume substantial developer time and require a developer to manually 
iterate on packaging, validating, and debugging. This disclosure describes techniques for 
automatic containerization of arbitrary applications. 
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